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Abstract.
Global
Positioning
System
(GPS)measurements
in 1986,1994,and1995at

sites
inDominican
Republic,
Puerto
Rico,Cuba,
andGrand
Turkdefine
thevelocity
of
theCaribbean
plate
relative
toNorth
America.
Thedata
show
eastward
motion
ofthe
Caribbean
plate
atarateof21ñ I mm/yr
(l standard
error)
inthevicinity
ofsouthern
Dominican
Republic,
afactor
of2 higher
than
theNUVEL-1A
plate
motion
model
prediction
ofl I ñ3mm/yr.
Independent
measurements
onSan
Andres
Island,
and
an
Eulervector
derived
fromthese
data,alsosuggest
a ratethatismuchhigher
thanthe
NUVEL-lAmodel.Available
data,combined
withsimple
elastic
strainmodels,
give

thefollowing
sliprateestimates
formajor
left-lateral
faults
inHispaniola:
(1)theNorth
Hispaniola
fault
offshore
thenorth
coast
ofHispaniola,
4ñ3mm/yr;
(2)theSeptentrional
faultinnorthern
Dominican
Republic,
8 ñ 3 mm/yr;
and(3)theEnriquillo
faultin
southern
Dominican
Republic
andHaiti,8 ñ 4 mmyr. Therelatively
highplatemotion

rateandfaultsliprates
suggested
byourstudy,
combined
withevidence
forstrain

accumulation
andhistorical
seismicity,
implythatseismic
riskintheregion
maybe

higher
than
previous
estimates
based
onlowplate
rate/low
fault
slipratemodels
and
the
relatively
lowrateof seismicity
overthelastcentury.

geodetic
techniques
andthemodels.
However,
a complete
testofthisequivalence
remains
to bedone.Forlogistical

1. Introduction

Oneof theimportant
discoveries
in the lastdecade
was andeconomic
reasons
the spacegeodeticsitesusedin

the recognition
that the velocities
of Earth'smajor thesepioneering
studies
necessarily
omittedseveral
lithospheric
plates,as measured
by marinemagneticplates,
including
theCaribbean
plate.Thisis a critical
anomalies
averaged
overseveral
millionyearsor predictedomissionbecausethe velocityof thisplatewith respectto
by platemotion
models
based
on theseandotherdata its neighbors
is poorlyknownon bothgeologic
and
[e.g.,DeMets
et al., 1990],areequivalent,
withinsmall geodetictimescales.
uncertainties,
to velocitiesmeasured
by independent
space

While therehasbeenmuchresearch
on this topic using

geodetic
techniques
over5 to 10years,
including
satelliteglobal
models
[•!ordan,
1975;Stein
etal., 1988;DeMets
et
laserranging[Smithet al., 1990;Robbins
et al., 1993; al., 1990]andmodels
based
on localearthquake
slip
Cazenave
et al., 1993], very long baselineinterferometryvectors
[Sykes
et al., 1982;DengandSykes,
1995],large
[Robaudoand Harrison, 1993], andthe Global uncertainties
remain,reflecting
complexregionalgeology.
slip vectors,midPositioning
System
[Argus
•tndHeftin,1995;Dixonand Transformfault azimuths,earthquake
Mao, 1997; Larson et al., 1997]. This equivalenceis ocean
ridgespreading
rates,andotherrelative
motion

generallyinterpreted
not only as an indicationof the indicatorsare poorly def'med,inconsistent,
sparse,or
aroundthe boundary
of the Caribbean
plate.
steadiness
of platemotionover severalmillion yearsbut nonexistent
also,with somecircularity,as validationof boththe space Mostparts
ofthisboundary
areactually
broad,deforming
zonesof continentalor transitionalarc continentalcrust,
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complicating
interpretation
of kinematic
indicators.
The
mostpoorlydetermined
Eulervectors
in globalplate
motionmodelssuchas NUVEL-l and 1A [DeMetset al.,

1990, 1994] generallyinvolvethe Caribbean
plate,
reflecting
theseproblems.

Thispaper
reports
thefirstgeodetic
measurements
of
Caribbean
platemotion. We useGlobalPositioning
System(GPS) data acquired
in severalexperiments

spanning
upto a decade
to derive
a velocity
estimate
and

uncertainties
for the Caribbeanplate. We also discuss

implications
forstrain
partitioning
andearthquake
hazard
in
the northeastern
Caribbean. Although our data are too

Copyright
1998bytheAmerican
Geophysical
Union.
Papernumber97JB03575.
0148-0227/98/97JB-03575509.00

sparse
to develop
a detailed
picture
of straindistribution,
we canputbroadconstraints
on theslipratesof major
faultsin Hispaniola,
andassess
the influence
of elastic
15,157
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strain accumulation

on measured

site velocities

for the

purposeof estimatingplate motion. We show that some
plate motion is likely accommodatedoffshorenorth of
Hispaniola,that the Enriquillofault in southernHispaniola
accomodates
moreplatemotionthan is generallyassumed,
that the geodeticvelocityof the Caribbeanplate relativeto
North America

is about twice as fast as the NUVEL-1A

model prediction, and that the velocity differenceis
statistically significant at 95% confidence. To our
knowledgethis is the first major discrepancy
betweenthis
plate motionmodeland a directgeodeticmeasurement.

reporta velocity for a permanentGPS station installedon
St. Croix in 1995, and a velocity for a site on San Andres

islandin the Caribbeanplate interiorbasedon campaigns
in 1991, 1994, and 1996. Data collectionand analysis
proceduresevolved considerably over the ten years
spanning these observations. Because the resulting
differences
can impact accuracy,we review in this section
the important aspectsof data acquisition in the various
campaigns,analyticalprocedures
for these disparatedata,
and methods to assess accuracy. Readers interested
primarily in geologicalimplicationsmay wish to skip to
section 3.

2. Data Acquisition, Analysis, and Quality
Assessment

2.1. Data Acquisition

GPS data were acquiredat sites in Cuba, Dominican
FourCaribbeanplatesiteswere occupiedin June 1986.
Republic, and Puerto Rico as well as North America Theseare Isabella(ISAB) on the islandof Puerto Rico and
(Figure1) in campaigns
in 1986, 1994, and 1995, as part three sites in Dominican Republic on the island of
of a series of observations we have termed the Caribbean-

North America Plate Experiment(CANAPE).

Hispaniola: Cabo Francis Viejo (FRAN), Capotillo
We also (CAPO), and Cabo Rojo (ROJO) (Table 1 and Figure 1).

Table 1. SitesandObservationEpochsfor the Caribbean-North
AmericanPlateExperiment
Site

Latitude,øN Longitude,øW 1986a
Caribbean

ANDR(3009-S)
b

1994a

1995a

Description

Plate

12.53

81.73

-

-

-

CAPO (3004-S)
COLO (3269-S)
CONS (3265-S)

19.42
18.3 7
18.92

71 67

6

6

-

71 45

-

5

70 77

-

5

-

CROI c

17.76

64 58

-

-

C

St. Croix

CUMB (3266-S)

19.51

7051

-

7

-

La Cumbre

ESCO

18.32

71 57

-

4

-

FRAN (3003-S)

19.67

69 94

7

CORD

18.43

64.44

-

6
5

2
-

ISAB (3005-S)

18.47

67.05

7

6

2

JUAN (3268-S)
MOCA (3267-S)

18.81
19.38

71.24

-

6

70.53

-

5

-

PARA

17.97

67.04

-

ROJO (3002-S)

17.90

71.67

6

5
5

2

SANA(3039-S)
b

12.52

81.73

-

-

-

SCRX (USCGS LAMB)
SDOM (3040-S)

17.76
18.47

64.57

-

5

2

69.88

-

10

-

SOSU (3264-S)
VEGA (3263-S)

19.75
19.30

70.58

-

6

-

70.57

-

5

-

La Vega

GTMO (3001-S)

19.90

75.12

6

6

-

Guantanamo

RICH (Timer1962)

25.61

80.38

7

-

-

Richmond

RCM5 c

25.61

80.38

-

C

C

Richmond

TURK (Laser 1975)

21.46

71.13

7

6

4

Grand Turk

San Andres

Island

Capotillo
La Colonia

Mixta

Constanza

Puerto

Escondido

Cabo FrancesViejo
Virgin Gorda
Isabela

San JuanDe La Maguana
Moca

Parguera
Cabo Rojo
San Andres

Island

St. Croix

Santo Domingo
Sosua

North American Plated

Charactersin parentheses
after site namesare monumentinscriptions.

a Numbers
indicatedaysof dataat this siteat listedepochusedin this study;dashesindicatesite
was not occupied.

bANDRoccupied
for8 days
inFebruary
1991;
SANA
occupied
for5 days
inFebruary
1991,
12days
in February 1994 and 3 days in February1996 as pan of Central and South Americanexperiment
[Kellogg and Dixon, 1990].

c Permanent,
continuously
(C) recording
site.

d Caribbean
region
only.
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22øN
TURK

North

American

Plate

,

Cuba
NHFZ

or
20øN

PRT

SDB

Hispaniolal
'::'.':i:•

18øN

ISAB Puerto

ROLO,

Caribbean

76øW

AP

Plate

74øW

Rico

;•

CR01

Muertos Trough

72øW

70øW

68øW

66øW

64øW

Figure 1. Major faults, other tectonicfeatures,earthquakes,and Global Positioning System(GPS) site locations
(opentriangles,four letter site names)in the northeasternCaribbean,superimposedon shadedrelief topography.
AP is AnegadaPassage,EFZ is Enriquillo fault zone, MC is Mona Canyon,NHFZ is North Hispaniola fault
zone,OF is OrienteFault, PRT is PuertoRico Trench,SDB is SantiagoDeformedBelt, SFZ is SeptentrionalFault
Zone, SSBF is South SamanaBay Fault. Island of Hispaniola includes Haiti (west of border) and Dominican
Republic (east of border). Earthquakesare fromHarvard Centroid Moment Tensor catalogue [Dziewonski and
Woodhouse,1983] and show all available events shallower than 50 km (17 events between 1979 and 1992).
Event clusters near 69øW and 64øW displaced slightly for clarity. Fault map is modified from Case and
Holcombe [1980], Calais and .Mercierde Lepinay [1991], Mann et al. [1991], Masson and Scanlon [1991], and
Dolan and Wald [1997].

These
sites
werereoccupied
inMay-June
1994,alohgwith

Table 1 summarizes locations, monument names,

additionalsitesto densifythe network. In November 1995 monumentinscriptions,and occupationhistoriesof each
we were able to reoccupyonly a small numberof sites, site. Here we reportvelocitiesfor all sites occupiedin at
returningto the original1986 sites,exceptCAPO, which least two campaigns;most velocities are based on data
could not be observed. Observations on the island of St.
from three campaignsseparatedby at least 5 years.
Croix (SCRX) were made in May-June 1994 and Velocities for CAPO and GTMO are basedonly on the
November 1995. In November 1995 a permanentG PS 1986 and 1994 campaigns. St. Croix's velocity is based
stationwas installedin St. Croix at a new site (CROI), on observations in 1994 and 1995 at the U.S. Coast and
about 1 km away from our originalsite. The velocity GeodeticSurvey stationLAMB (SCRX in our analysis),
estimate for San Andres Island, Colombia, is based on supplemented
by continuousdata from the new permanent
observations
at two sites(SANA andANDR) in February stationCRO1 beginningjust beforeour 1995 campaign.
1991, February 1994, and February 1996, part of the We combinedthe two data setsusing a vectortie between
Centraland South Americaproject[Kelloggand Dixon, the sites, estimated from 2 days of simultaneous
1990].
observations
in 1995. The resultingtie (Table 2) is the
SeveralNorth Americanplate siteswere occupiedin weightedmean of the 2 days and allows us to definethe
1986, includingRichmond,Florida(RICH), near Miami; velocityof a single"pseudosite"
(referredto as CRO 1) over
Grand Turk, Turk, and Caicos Islands (TURK); and a periodgreaterthan2 years. Similarly,for SanAndreswe
GuantanamoBay, Cuba(GTMO), plusseveralsiteson the combinedthe data using the weightedmean of 4 days of
mainlandUnited Statesfor satellitetrackingand referencesimultaneousoccupationin 1991.
framedefinition(Table 1). By 1994, data from many
The 1986 data were acquiredwith TI-4100 receivers
additionalNorth Americanand globalsiteswereavailable samplingat 2-min intervals. The same kind of receivers
frompermanentGPS stations,eliminatingthe need for were sentto severaltrackingsitesin North America(Table
"custom" occupationof specificsites in North America, 1) for reference
framedefinitionandimprovement
of satellite
savethoseof geologicsignificance
forthis project(TURK orbitestimates.Thesereceiverstrackedup to fourBlock and GTMO). The new permanentsites differ from the I satellitesfor approximately
8 hoursper day. Although
original1986sites,butin severalcasesthey areclose,and limited in data volume by the four-channel
restrictionand
accurate vector ties are available to link the two time series the small number of satellites and tracking stations
wherenecessary(Table 2). GTMO was not observedin available at that time, the 1986 data are nevertheless
1995.
relatively high in quality: dual - frequencyP code

15,160
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Table 2, Vector Site Ties

Site

Monuments

X,m

Richmond,

Timer1962(RICH)b

16.985 -19.303

Florida

Y, m

Z,m

-28.608

Reference
a

1,2

to RCM5

Hat Creek,

7218

California

97.9746

-73.5856

33.4897

1

36.0961

3.2117

20.3152

1

3.256

3

to NCMN-Bb

Ft. Davis,

7900

Texas

to HarvardRM4 1977b

Haystack/Westford 7091

-43.695

-11.544

-926.560

-534.578

-291.768

4

415.1947

156.3506

619.6819

4

Massachusettsto OCP.3b
St. Croix,

LAMB

US VirginIslandsto CROIc
San Andres Island, SANA

Colombia

to ANDRd

See Table I for site abbreviations.
coordinates of second site.

Add listed values to coordinates

of first site to obtain

a References:
1, BryantandNoll [1993];2, International
EarthRotationService;3, National
Geodetic Survey/HAVAC 82.06.2; 4 this study (see text).

b Siteusedin 1986.
c LAMB wasoccupiedin 1994 and 1995 only. CROI is a permanent
site that began
observations

in late 1995.

d ANDRwasoccupied
in 1991witha Trimble
SST.SANAwasoccupied
in 1991(Trimble
SST), 1994(Turborogue),
and 1996(TrimbleSSE).

pseudorangeand carrier phase data were recorded, observation and analysis procedures. We typically
uncorruptedby either anti-spoofing(A/S) or selective included12-14 globally distributedtrackingstationsin our
availability (S/A). The 1994 and 1995 CANAPE data analysesof the 1994 and 1995datato improvethe reference
wereacquired
withTrimbleSSEreceivers
sampling
at 30-s frame definition(Table 3). All of the stationsused in this
intervals.
Block2 satellites were available for capacitywere equippedwith TurboRoguereceivers,Dom
observation
by theseeight-channel
receivers,
significantly Margolin antennas,and "choke ring" style back planes.
increasingdata volume. Both A/S and S/A affectedthe Table 1 doesnot list the tracking stationsusedin analysis
signalsrecordedduringthe 1994andlater observations
but of the 1994 and later data becausea large number are
did not significantly impact accuracygiven current available and results are not sensitive to the exact number
or distributionof thesestationsassumingglobal coverage
is achieved.
Table 3. Difference(rms) betweenInternationalTerrestrial
The permanentstationat St. Croix usesa TurboRogue
ReferenceFrame 1994 (ITRF-94) and this Solution at
receiverand Dom - Margolin antenna,samplingat 30-s
Colocated Sites
intervals. It becameoperationalin October 1995. Thus
Date
Number North, cm East, cm Vertical, cm
the tie and the resulting augmentedtime seriesrepresent
of Sites
dataacquiredwith two differentreceiver/antenna
systems.
Data from

May 25,
May 26,
May 27,
May 28,
May 31,
June01,

1994
1994
1994
1994
1994
1994a

Nov 06, 1995
Nov 07, 1995
Nov 09, 1995

12
15
12
8
14
12

2.4
0.8
2.5
1.8
2.5
3.6

2.1
1.6
3.1
3.3
2.9
1.6

5.2
2.5
2.8
4.3
5.1
5.8

12
12
13

1.3
3.1
1.9

1.8
1.9
2.1

2.9
3.4
3.5

San Andres

Island were collected

with

a

Trimble SST receiverin 1991, a TurboRoguereceiverin
1994,and a Trimble SSE receiverin 1996,all samplingat
30-s intervals.

2.2. Data Analysis

Results from the 1986 campaignwere presentedby
Dixon et al. [1991a]. For this paperthe 1986 data were
usingupdatedsoftwareand models. Analysis
Root-mean-squarevalues of residualvectorsfor north, east, reanalyzed
for the 1994 and 1995 data are describedby
or vertical component are given, where residual is the procedures
Dixon
et
al.
[1997]. Briefly, we usedthe GIPSY software
differencebetweenour solutionand ITRF-94 on a givenday.
[Lichten,
1990]
developedat the Jet PropulsionLaboratory
a Dataareanomalous
compared
with the other5 daysof
1994 observations and were not used in the coordinate
(JPL), incorporating
precisesatelliteephemerides
and clock
velocity estimates.
files providedby JPL basedon analysisof data from a
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andthereference
frameas a whole. We
global networkof GPS stations[Zumbergeet al., 1997]. remainingstations
The ephemerides
we usearenot fixedto a specificreference estimatedthis in two ways. For Hat Creek we used the
frame,but our analysisincludesa numberof sites(typically ITRF-93 velocity [Boucheret al., 1994] with an empirical
abouta dozen;Table 3) whosepositionsare definedin a correction,estimatedfrom the differencebetween ITRF-93
current realization of the International Terrestrial Reference
and ITRF-94 velocitiesat Quincy, a tracking site about
100 km southeastof Hat Creekwhosevelocityis definedin
Frame (ITRF), in this case, ITRF-94 [Boucher et al.,
1996]. A transformationis carried out using these both referenceframes. For Westford, we used the Euler
colocatedsitesandthe sitesof interestfollowingprocedures vector derivedby Dixon et al. [1996], basedon a least
outlinedby Blewitt et al. [1992] and Heftin et al. [1992], squaresfit to the ITRF-94 velocitiesof eight stationson
placingthe estimatedpositionsof the Caribbeanand North the stableinteriorof North America,to predictWestford's
very longbaselineinterferometry
Americansites as well as the tracking sites in lTRF-94. velocity. An independent
Thedifferencebetweenthe estimatedpositionsof the sites (VLBI) derivedvelocity in lTRF-94 yields a similar result
basedon our dataand the definedpositionsof the tracking (Z. AItamimi, written communication1997).
The "fiducial" approach(three fixed stations)used for
sitesin lTRF-94 is one measureof the consistencyof our
global reference frame definition, typically several 1986 datashouldyield positionestimatesequivalentto the
centimeters(Table 3). The three-dimensionaldeviation no-fiducial approachused for later data as long as the
locations of the three fixed sites are consistent and well
betweenthe observed(our solution)and predicted(lTRF94) valuesis dominatedby the verticalcomponent(average definedin the lTRF-94 and the GPS data are of high
rms deviation 3.7 cm) which is not important for this quality. Any error in the assumedlocationsof thesesites,
study. The averagenorth and eastrms deviationsare 2.0 in their ITRF-defined velocities, in the site tie information,
or in the GPS data acquiredat these sites in 1986 will
and 2.4 cm, respectively (Table 3).
2.2.1.
Orbit
estimation
for
1986
data.
translate into an error in the Caribbean site position
Analysis proceduresfor the 1986 data differedin several estimatesfor that epoch, biasing the resulting velocity
important ways. For these data the relevant satellite estimates. Given the differentproceduresdescribedabove
ephemerides
andclockfiles are not availablefrom JPL (or, for determiningITRF-94 velocities,the variousties used,
to our knowledge,anywhereelse), nor are there sufficient and the generallylower quality of the early observations,
globally distributedtracking data availableto follow the we need a way to assessthe quality of the 1986 results,
"no-fiducial" approachoutlined above. We therefore particularlythe fidelity of the tracking network and its
estimatedour own satelliteephemerides
and clock files for influenceon sitevelocities. One approachis to use various
thesedata, fixing the locationsof three"tracking" sites in combinationsof available tracking stationsand look at
North America to their lTRF-94 positions in order to consistency.Sincewe havefourtrackingstationsavailable
define a reference frame.
andonly threearerequiredto definethe reference
frame,we
The tracking stations available for 1986 data are can test four different combinations.
Figure2a comparesresultsfor the four possiblefiducial
Westford, Massachusetts;Richmond, Florida; Fort Davis,
Texas; and Hat Creek, California (Table 2). We fixed networksin 1986 using the TURK-ROJO baselineas an
Westford,Ft. Davis andHat Creekfor all days wherethese example,as it measuresCaribbean-NorthAmerica relative
three stationswere available,estimatingthe positionsof motion. The changein relativepositioncausedby different
Richmondand all remainingstations. If data from one of trackingsite combinations,a measureof systematicerror
the threeprimarystationswere unavailable,Richmondwas introduced by fiducial station mislocation and G PS
fixed instead. Data from these days were not used to observationerror at these stations, is much smaller than
day-to-day scatter, a measureof random and possibly
estimateRichmond'svelocity.
Tracking data from additional sites not listed above systematicerrorfrom other effects. Since the fiducial error
were collectedin the 1986 experiment,someof which were is smaller than the other errors, we conclude that our
framedefinition
incorporatedin earlier analyses [Dixon et al., 1991a]. approachto orbit estimationand reference
Unfortunately,not all these data were available for this for the 1986 data is adequate for baselines (relative
more recentanalysisbecausethey were not archived,the positions)in the Caribbeandataset.
Figures2b and 2c show the scatterin the "absolute"
archiveis not known to us, the original nine-tracktapes
for the same
had degraded,or critical ancillary data such as site logs position coordinates(ITRF-94 coordinates)
with antennaheightswere not archivedwith the raw GPS two stations. Here the overall scatter is greater, with
data. Fortunately,the currentlyaccessible
dataare adequate scatterdue to differentfiducial networkson a given day
for our purposes,as demonstrated
below. The data used in almostaslargeasdayto day scatter. This reflectsthe fact
this study are now archived at National Science that orbit and reference frame errors do not cancel when
Foundation'sUNAVCO facility in Boulder,Colorado,and absoluteposition coordinates
are estimated,unlike the
arepubliclyavailable.
relativepositioncoordinates
(Figure2a). Thisimpliesthat
Two of the 1986 tracking sites (Richmond and Fort coordinatevelocities(Tables 5 and 6b) incorporatingthe
Davis) have their positionsand velocitiesdefinedin the 1986 datawill be noisiercomparedwith baselinevelocities
ITRF-94. However, two other stations(Westford and Hat (Table 6a) from the samedata.
2.2.2. Resolution of carrier phase cycle
Creek)haveonly positionsdefined;their velocitiesare not
defined in this versionof the ITRF [Boucheret al., 1996]. ambiguities.
The precisionof our GPS position
Since we requireknowledgeof these sites' positions at estimatesdependson the ability to make precisephase
epoch1986 ratherthan 1993 (lTRF-94 site positionsare measurementson the two GPS carrier signals, with
der'reed
for epoch 1993), we first needan accuratevelocity wavelengthsof about 19 and 24 cm. However,to derive
estimate for Westford and Hat Creek consistent with the
the final positionestimates,it is also necessary
to estimate
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-393359.85
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-12467.8
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-12468.1

-
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-

-12468.3

-

-12468.4

-

2-Jun

5-

un

8-

un

l 1-Jun

Figure 2a. Coordinates
of CaboRojo (ROJO) relativeto GrandTurk, Turks and CaicosIslands (TURK) in 1986
for variouscombinationsof fiducial networks(fixed stations). Diamonds indicate Richmond, Haystack, and Hat
Creek are fixed in the analysis; circles indicate Richmond, Hat Creek and Fort Davis are fixed: open squares
indicate Richmond, Haystack, and Fort Davis are fixed; solid squaresindicate Haystack, Hat Creek and Fort
Davis are fixed.
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Figure 2b. "Absolute" (ITRF-94) coordinatesfor TURK for various combinationsof fiducial networks (fixed
stations). Symbolssame as Figure 2a.
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stations).Symbolssameas Figure2a.
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the total number of cycles betweenthe satellite transmitter

and groundreceiverat sometime. This quantityis usually
estimatedas a real number. Alternately,we canexploit the
integer nature of this quantity along with geometric
constraints
to strengthenthe estimate. This resolutionof
carrierphasecycleambiguities(bias fixing) can reducethe
scatterin the positionand velocityestimates,especiallyfor
the eastcomponent.On the otherhand,if the carrierphase
bias is inadvertentlyfixed to the wrong integervalue, a
significanterror can result. We used a fairly stringent
statisticalcriterion(99% confidence)beforefixing a bias to
an integervalue, which, on some days, meantthat less
than 50% of the biases were successfullyresolved
(remainderestimatedas real numbers). For one day (May
26, 1994)we wereunableto resolvea significantnumberof
biases. Table 4 comparesbias-fixedand bias-freeestimates
for the velocity of ROJO relative to TURK.
The two
resultsare equivalentat 95% confidence,but the bias-fixed
result has a lower scatterin the horizontalcomponents.
Exceptfor Figure 2 and the bias-estimated
entry in Table
4, all the CANAPE data discussedin this paperare biasfixed. Lackof geometricconstraintsfor isolatedsitessuch
as SanAndresIslandor the global trackingsitesprecludes
resolutionof their carrier phase biaseswith our current
software. For these data the carrier phase biases are
estimated as real numbers.
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velocity errors were underestimatedby factorsof 2-4 if
time-correlatederrorswere ignored. Zhang et al. [1997]
studied

19 months

of data from ten

sites

in

southern

California and found that velocity errors were
underestimatedby factorsof 2-6 if time-correlatederrors
were ignored. Here we are mainly concerned
with longterm temporalcorrelationswith respectto the observation
epoch (e.g., 8 days in 1986).
While short-term
correlationsmay be present,the scatterand scaledformal

errorshouldlargelyreflecttheresultingvariationas longas
the characteristic time scale of the error is shorter than the

observationepoch. With limiteddatait may be difficult to
distinguishwhite noise from short-term,time-correlated
noise.

Spuriousmonumentmotion("groundnoise")has been
modeled as a random walk process,a type of timecorrelated
noise [Johnson
and Agnew, 1995]. Langbein
and Johnson[1997] studiedtime seriesof precise,twocolor Electronic Distance Measurement(EDM) data in
California, and found random walk values of 0.5-4.0

mm/•Jyr.
Dixonetal. [1997]used
a valueof2 mm/x/yr
to
account for random walk monument noise associated with

a short (8 km) baseline, where orbit and referenceframe

errorsare negligible. Monumentnoisepresumablyafflicts
all ourCANAPE sitevelocitiesbut is probablysignificant
only for relativepositions,whereorbit and other errorsare

minimized.
Weadded
2 mm/x/yr
to theerrorestimates
of
all our CANAPE baselinevelocities(e.g., Table 6a),
2.3. Site Velocities
and Errors
whichinflatesthevelocityerrorestimates
by about0.2-0.3
Sitevelocities(Tables4-8) are basedon weightedleast mm/yr comparedto the whitenoise-onlyassumption.
Othersources
of time-correlated
noiseareprobablymore
squaresfits to the daily positiondata, with weightsbased

ontheinverse
variance
(1/o2,whereo istheformalerrorof
the daily positionestimates).The formal errorincludesthe
effectof dataweightingandtotalobserving
time on a given
day, and is scaled(usually upward)to reflectday to day

important for GPS and include unmodeled satellite
accelerations,
referenceframeeffects,and seasonalor annual
environmental

effects.

Orbit

and reference frame errors

especiallyimpactthe coordinatesolutions,wherecommon
scatter,
suchthatZ2 perdegree
of freedom
is 1.0 forthe modeerrorsdo not cancelas they do for relativepositions
linear model. The rate uncertainties listed in the various
(see section 2.4). Environmentaleffectsmay also be
tables (1 standarderror) dependon the scaledformal error important in the Caribbeanand include low frequency
of the daily position estimates,the total time span of multipathor signalscatteringthat varieswith soil moisture
observations(usually9.4 years), and our estimateof time- or moistureon the antennaelementor ground plane, and
watervaporthat could
correlatederror (see below). The estimated velocities are unmodeledgradientsin atmospheric
sensitive to errors in the 1986 data. These data are noisier
varyover time (our analysisassumesazimuthalsymmetry
than later data, and given the temporal spacing of at all times and thus mismodelsthis behavior). Dixon et
observations,
stronglyinfluencetheslopeof thebestfit line al. [1991a] foundthe wet troposphericpath delay in the
1986 CaribbeanGPS data to be both high and highly
on a positionvs time plot.
In the presence
of time-correlated
noise,velocityerrors variable, implying that this could be a significantnoise

calculatedassumingonly white noise (that is, each
position measurementis independent,and errors are
uncorrelated
from one measurement
epochto the next)
underestimate
thetruevelocityerror[•Iohnson
and•qgnew,
1995]. Dixonet al. [1997]studied2.5 yearsof lengthdata

sourcein these and later Caribbeandata, and modeled the

delay as a random walk. Dixon and Kornreich B/olf
[1990] observedwet delay gradientsin Costa Rica with
watervaporradiometers. Chen and Herring [ 1997] found
significant atmosphericgradient effects in VLBI data.
between
two sitesspanning
the resurgent
domein Long MacMillan et al. [1997] observedatmosphericgradients
Valley Caldera, California, and found that horizontal with VLBI datafrom St. Croix andnotedvelocityeffectsat
aboutthe 1 mm/yr level. Our GPS dataareanalyzedonly
Table 4.
Bias-Estimatedand Bias-Fixed Velocity above 15ø elevation, where the effect of atmospheric
Estimates for ROJO relative to TURK
gradientsin reducedcomparedwith the 5ø-10ø elevation
cutoff typical for VLBI. However, becauseof differing
North, mm/yr
East,mm/yr Vertical,mm/yr
sensitivitiesto gradientsfor the two techniques,we cannot
precludeGPS velocity errorsat about the 1 mm/yr level
Estimated
-2.2 ñ 1.1
24.0 ñ 1.6
2.4 ñ 3.2
dueto mismodelingof tropospheric
asymmetry.
Fixed
0.3 ñ 0.8
20.6 ñ 1.0
-1.6 ñ 4.0
Zhang et al. [ 1997] foundthat time-correlated
noise in
Errors are one standard error, based on white

approximation.

noise

GPS data from southern California could be modeled as

flickernoiseor fractalwhite noise,with lesspowerin the
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low frequency
domaincomparedwith randomwalk noise.
They were ableto exploitthe denseGPS network available
in this region, removinga commonmode error from the
time series prior to noise analysis [Wdowinski et al.,

TURK-ROJO (398

1997].Thiscommon
mode
error
is probably
dominated

by orbit error and is likely present in our coordinate
solutionsas well. Lacking a densepermanentnetwork,

thisapproach
isnotfeasible
fortheCaribbean
region,
hence

North Velocity = 0.3+1,0 mm/yr

2OO

150

km)

,7

the natureandmagnitudeof our time-correlatednoisecould

differ significantlyfrom the Californiaexample. For

100

simplicity we modeledthe time-correlatednoise in our
coordinate solutions as a random walk, calculating an

additional
error
term
added
inquadrature
tothewhite
noise

rate error est•ate:

v

v

Vtot= V•wht
+ Vrwk

5O

(1)

,where
Vtt•t
is thevelocity
variance
({jv)2
andthesubscripts
referrespectivelyto total variance,white noise variance,
and random walk variance.

The random walk variance is

just (Cr•wk)"/7', whereT is the total time span of
observations.Equation(1) is.only an approximation
but,
given other uncertainties,is probably adequate. To
estimate

v
Crrwk,
weused3.0yearsof continuous
datafroma

permanent GPS station at Richmond, Florida, a
subtropicalsite that may be representative
of Caribbean
conditions,and appliedmaximum likelihood estimation
[Langbeinand Johnson,1997], which in this case assumes

700

East Velocity = 20.6+1.2 mm/yr

6OO

5OO

that a time series has both white and random walk

components.We obtainedrandomwalk noise estimatesof

4OO

8.2 + 1.5, 10.6+ 1.0, and10.3+ 2.5 mm/x/yrfor the
north, east, and vertical components,respectively,within
300
the rangeof values reportedby Zhang at al. [1997]. If
time-correlated
noiseis betterrepresented
by a processwith
lower spectralindex [Zhang et al., 1997], this procedure
may overestimatethe velocity error. On the other hand,
our random walk noise model, while adequately
representing orbit error in 1994 and later data,
underestimates
orbit error in the 1986 data,and thus might
underestimatetotal velocity error. Application of our
random walk noise model has the effect of inflating
coordinatevelocity errors of CANAPE sites by 0.7-1.7
mm/yr comparedwith white noise only estimates. The
effectis smallandinsensitive
to the exactvalueassignedto o
random walk noise becauseof the long time span of
observations(T=9.4 yr). The error estimatesfor SANA •
q'
0
andCRO 1 are affected
by largeramounts(up to 4 mm/yr;
compareFigures4 and 5 with Table 5), reflectingtheir
shorter occupation histories (T=5.0 and 3.3 yrs + -100
respectively). In section2.4 we describeseveraltests for
consistencyinvolving internal comparisons,and one
comparisonwith independentdata, which suggestthat our

,•E200

Vertical
Velocity
=-1.6+3.2
mm/yr

o100

,

.

-

error estimatesare reasonable,if somewhatad hoc.
Year
2.4.

Benchmark

Ties

Table2 liststhe vectorsusedin this studyto connect Figure 3. Daily solutionsfor ITRF-94 coordinatesat St. Croix.

positiontime seriesfrom differentbenchmarksat the same Error shown on plot is scaledwhite noise only. Total error,
with randomwalk noise addedin quadratureto white noise, is

generallocation.Two of these(St. Croix and San Andres listedin Table 5. Data beginning late 1995 were acquiredat

Island)weregenerated
as part of this study. Figure3
showsthevelocityof CRO1, usingdatacombined
fromthe
two St. Croix sites. If we useonly the 2.0 yearsof data
availablefrom the permanent
station,we obtainhorizontal

the new St. Croix site, CROI. Data in mid-1994 and 2 days in
late 1995 were acquiredat site SCRX (Table 1), about I km
away,andare addedto plot via a vectortie (Table2) based on
the 2 days of simultaneousobservationsin late 1995.
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velocitiesthat are virtually identical(within 0.1 mm/yr) to

madewith identicalreceiver-antenna
systems at eachend

the combined data set, while the two vertical velocities

of theshortbaseline.In summary,
thetie information
is

differ slightly,but by lessthan the uncertainty:11.9 + 1.6 believed to be accurate at the several millimeter
mm/yr (2.0 years)versus 11.3 + 1.6 mm/yr (combined betterandto causenegligiblevelocityerror.
data)(errorsbasedon white noiseonly). Differentantennas
were used at each end of this short baseline, a Trimble

level or

2.5. Local and Regional Reference Frames

antennawith fiat ground plane at SCRX and a DomMargolin antennawith choke ring back plane at CRO1.
One aim of our study is to define the velocity of
Althougha nominalphasecenteroffsetis employedin our Caribbeansites relativeto the North Americanplate for
analysisfor eachantenna,we havenotcorrectedfor different comparisonto other data and models. SimultaneousGPS
measurements at one or more sites on stable North America
elevationangle-dependent
behaviorof the two antennas.
Figure 4 showsthe combineddata for the two sites on are helpful in this regard. Data from many such sites are
San Andres Island, ANDR and SANA.

Here the two data available for 1994 and later CANAPE

observations and for

setsare indistinguishablein all threecomponents,perhaps 1991 and later SANA observations. However, in 1986,
reflectingthe longer time span of simultaneousdata to only a few trackingsiteswere occupied;of these,an even
definethe tie (4 versus2 days)andthe factthat the tie was smaller number (Richmond, Grand Turk, Westford, and
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Figure 4. Similar to Figure3, availabledaily solutionsat the SanAndresIslandsite (SANA). Data in 1991 were
acquiredat sites SANA and ANDR (Table 1), about 650 m apart. ANDR data added with vector tie (Table 2)
basedon 4 daysof simultaneousobservationsin 1991. Data in 1994 and 1996 were acquiredat SANA.
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Fort Davis) were locatedon the stablecraton. GrandTurk
is the only site reoccupied in all three CANAPE
campaigns.
The inherentrigidity of the North Americanplate, the

CARIBBEAN

GPS

baseline,representative
of the otherbaselines
and important
for definingCaribbean-North
Americanvelocity. Table 6a
and Plate 1 summarize the velocities of all the Caribbean

sitesand GTMO with respectto TURK.
Second,we definea regionalreference
frameusingdata
from a widely dispersedset of permanentGPS stationson
stableNorth America [Dixon et al., 1996] (Tables 5 and
6b; Plate 1). To ensurethat the two reference
framesare
independent,we excludeTURK from the reference
frame
inversion,treatingit as a site whosevelocity we wish to
estimaterelativeto stableNorth America,andprovidingan
independent
test of its stability. The advantages
of this
velocity estimates.
Argusand Gordon [ 1996] useda decadeof VLBI data approacharethatCaribbeansitevelocitiesarenot sensitive
to investigatethe stability of plates including cratonic to rigid body rotations, except the Caribbean-North
North Americaand concludedthat most plates, including Americanplate velocity of interest,and there is reduced
North America,were rigid to betterthan 2 mm/yr. Dixon sensitivityto noiseat any one North Americanstation.
Unfortunately,thereis a majordisadvantage
in termsof
et al. [1996] used2 yearsof GPS datato studythe rigidity
of cratonicNorth America and found that the average noise at the Caribbean sites. Modem coordinate velocities
velocitydeviationfrom a rigid platemodel for eight sites from a sparsenetwork of continuouslyoperatingGPS
was 1.3 mm/yr, while the maximum deviationwas 2.3 stationscanbe appliedto plate motion studieseven with
mm/yr. In the latter study,since deviationsfrom the rigid as little as 2 yearsof data [Dixon et al., 1996; Dixon and
plate model include GPS velocity errorsas well as any Mao, 1997]. The successof this approachderivesfrom the
nonrigidplateprocess,the residualslikely reflectan upper relativelyhigh accuracyof post-1992 GPS orbit and site
limit for the rigidity of cratonicNorth America. These coordinatesolutions,coupledwith the largeamountof data
studies suggestthat our ability to define velocities of available from a continuously operating station, which
of white noisethroughl/{n
Caribbeansitesrelativeto North Americais not limited by allowsrapidreduction
nonrigidityofthe North Americanplate,but ratherby GPS averaging,where n is the number of data (observation
observation errors.
days).
However, coordinate velocities and the
We use the available GPS data to define stable North
corresponding
regional referenceframe approachare less
America in two independentways and report two usefulfor campaignstyle data such as CANAPE, where
corresponding
sets of results. The agreement(or lack) sparsedata limit averagingof white noise, and pre-1992
betweenthe two is a good test of dataconsistency.First, datasufferfrom much higher orbit uncertainties.Thus the
framevelocities(Table 6b) have higher
we reportsitevelocitiesrelative to TURK, which we term regionalreference
a local reference frame.
This site is several hundred
uncertaintiescompared with the local referenceframe
kilometersnorth of the Caribbean-NorthAmericanplate velocities (Table 6a; Plate 1). Most of our discussions
boundary,on a stable carbonateplatformat the southern thereforefocuson the more preciselocal referenceframe
The regional reference frame results are
endof the BahamasBanks(Figure1). The entireregionis results.
important,asthey providean independent
test
tectonicallyinactive,andshouldbe geologicallyequivalent nevertheless
to stable North America.
The same monument was
of TURK's stabilityas a referencesiteand someindication
occupiedin all three campaigns,eliminating site tie (withinratherlargeerrors)of the effectsof localrotations.
uncertaintiesas a noise source. Postglacialrebound,a

spatialextentof the North AmericanGPS data, and the
accuracy
of the individualsite velocities(both Caribbean
andNorthAmerican)all influencetheaccuracy
of Caribbean
sitevelocitiesreferencedto NorthAmerica. It is important
not onlyto defineourNorthAmericanreferenceframe in an
optimum way, but also to assessthe influence of
uncertainties
in thisreferenceframeonthe resultingrelative

measurableeffect at some referencesites in North America,

2.6. Reliability
of Velocity
and Error
is alsonegligible. Finally, the baselinesareshortenough Estimates
(baselines
betweenTURK and the threeHispaniolasites
We testedthe sensitivity of the velocity estimatesto
areall lessthan400 km long)thatorbiterrorsaffectsitesat
at any one epoch,focusingon the two sites
eachendof thebaselinein a similarway andlargelycancel. observations
Dixon et al. [1991a] discussthe magnitudeof this effect. whosevelocity may approximatethe stableinteriorof the
Reductionof orbit errorsis especiallyimportantfor the Caribbeanplate, ROJO and SANA. This procedurealso
1986 data,which lack a strongsatellitetrackingnetwork. teststhe errorestimates:if the velocityestimateof any data
Disadvantages
of thisapproacharethat resultsare sensitive subsetdifferssignificantlyfrom anotheror fromthe whole
to observationerrorsat a single station (TURK), and (i.e., more than the listed error), it might suggestthat
possiblerigid body rotations about a vertical axis near some systematicerror not reflectedin our error bars is
TURK (e.g., a rotationof the reference
frame)could impart affectingone or more observations. Table 7a lists the
a relativevelocity to the Caribbeansites unrelatedto the velocityof ROJO relativeto TURK basedon thethreedata
signal of interest. Also we require simultaneous subsets(1986-1994, 1986-1995, and 1994-1995) and the
observations
at eachendof the baseline,whichcan impose completedataset. The velocitiesare all equivalentwithin
logisticaldifficulties. While it is possibleto define a 1 standarderror. The velocitybasedonjust the 1994-1995
relative position (baseline) without simultaneous pairhasthelargesterror. Eventhoughthe 1994and 1995
observation,
thereis little advantage
in doing so, as there dataarehigh in quality and more precisethan the 1986
is no cancellation of common mode errors. Thus we do
data, the short time span betweenthe two epochs(17
not def'methe velocityof CRO1 relativeto TURK since months)precludesprecisevelocity estimates. The older
most of the observations
arenot simultaneous. Figure 5 data, despite larger scatter, are important for def'ming
showsthe daily position estimatesfor the ROJO-TURK precisesite velocities. Table 7b lists the corresponding
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Figure 5. Positionof TURK relativeto ROJO basedon simultaneous
observations
at each site in 1986 (6 days),
1994 (5 days), and 1995 (2 days). Listed velocity and error (1 standard error) are based on weighted least

squares,
straightline fit, scaledwhite noiseplusrandom
walk noise(2.0 mm/x/yr)
model. For 1986 east
componentdata,note clusterof 4 datapointsnear 500 mm.

velocitiesfor SANA, usingthe fourpossiblecombinations
1. Relative position estimatesplotted as a functionof
of observations
in 1991, 1994, and 1996. Again, the time (Figure 5, as well as otherbaselineplots not shown)
velocitybasedon the shortesttime span(1994-1996)has definea nearly linear set of points spanningalmost 10
the largesterror, and almostall the velocitiesbasedon the years. This suggeststhat a constantvelocity model is
data subsetsare equivalentto the full data set within 1 appropriate,that our analysisproceduresfor treating the
standarderror;all are equivalentwithin 2 standarderrors.
disparatedata setsare adequate,
and that in caseswhere
VLBI data spanning4 years(1993-1997) are available only two site occupationsare available (GTMO and
at St. Croix [MacMillanet al., 1997]allowingcomparison CAPO; SeeTable 1)the velocity estimatesare reasonable,
of a CaribbeanGPS site velocity with an independentif somewhat noisier.
technique. The velocitiesfi'omthe two techniquesare
2. TURK's velocitywith respectto the regionalNorth
equivalentwithin 1 standarderror (Table 8).
American
referenceframe is 0 within 2 standarderrors(95%
Inspectionof the velocitydatain Figures3-5, Plate 1,
confidence),
validating its use as a referencestation and
andTables4-8 suggests
severalimportantpointsthat bear
proxyfor stableNorthAmericain thelocalreferenceframe.
on dataquality and errorestimation:
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5.

American

Velocities

of Caribbean and Selected North

Sites in ITRF-94

North, mm/yr
Caribbean

East,mm/yr
Plate

Vertical,mm/yr

Sites

CAPO

5.0 + 3.4

6.6 + 5.2

1.6 q- 7.7

FRAN

6. l q- 3.9

-5.6 q- 5.1

0.6 q- 7.1

ISAB

5.5 q- 4.8

10.0 q- 5.8

-3.5 q- 6.9

ROJO

5.0 q- 3.9

12.3 q- 5.9

8.2 q- 4.2
13.5 q- 4.5

24.8 q- 6.5
6.8 q- 5.9

3.5 q- 7.5
20.3 q- 8.5
11.9 q- 5.9

SANA a
CRO I a

North AmericanPlate Sitesb
GTMO

5.1 q- 2.9

-3.2 q- 4.6

-3.7 q- 8.3

TURK

2.8 q- 3.7

-10.8 q- 4.5

-0.2 q- 5.1

gradientmight reflectseveralprocesses,including(1) the
cumulative effect of aseismic creep and seismic strain
accumulationalong numeroussmall faultswithin a broad
zone of shear,each fault accommodatinga fractionof the
total plate rate; (2) the effectof elasticstrainaccumulation
on one or a few lockedfaults,with the corresponding
"slip
deficit"to be made up in the futurein one or more large
earthquakes. Occasionallarge earthquakes,the mapped
presence
of a few major faults,lack of direct observationof
fault creepin the area,andthe fit of a simple elasticmodel
to availabledata(seebelow) are all consistentwith a model
involvingelasticstrainaccumulationon a few major faults,
and we make that assumptionin the remainderof this
paper.

We can assess,and to first order correct for, elastic
strain accumulation. This allows us to comparedecade
Uncertainties are one standard error, based on a model with
scale, intraseismic geodetic velocities with long-term
white measurement noise and random walk noise added in
geologic averageslip rates that span many earthquake
quadrature. Random walk estimates based on data from cycles. In this approach,we assumethat the measuredsite
Richmond, Florida (see text).
Table I gives station velocitiesreflectthe long-termgeologicslip rateon one to
abbreviations.
severalfaultsmodifiedonly by elasticstrain accumulation,
a Bias-estimated solution.
ignoring, for example, possible effects of postseismic
b Caribbean
region
only.
viscoelastic
relaxation[Pollitz, 1992]. This latterprocess
is potentiallyimportantin DominicanRepublic,given the
timing and magnitudeof the 1946 Ms = 7.8 north coast
3. Site velocities
in the two reference frames are
earthquake,an oblique slip earthquakewith a significant
equivalent(Tables 6a and 6b) within 2 standarderrorsfor thrust component[Russo and Villasenor, 1995, 1997;
all sites. Most velocity componentsoverlapat 1 standard Dolan and Wald, 1997], but is beyond the scopeof this
error.

report.

4. In both the local and regional referenceframes,
Hispaniola marks a restrainingbend in an otherwise
vertical component velocities for all sites differ east-westtrending transformboundary [Mann and Burke,
insignificantlyfrom 0 at 2 standarderrors;most sites differ
insignificanlyfrom 0 at 1 standarderror. Expectedvertical
rates for known tectonicprocessesin the region are less Table 6a. Velocity of CaribbeanSites and Guantanomo
than a few millimeters per year, consistent with the Relative to Grand Turk
observations

5. VLBI

and error estimates.

and GPS velocities

for St. Croix

relative

to

stableNorth Americaagreewithin 1 standarderror.
6. The variousvelocity estimatesbasedon data subsets
overlapwithin quoted uncertainties,suggestingthat we
have not underestimated
the velocity errors.
3. Results

And

North, mm/yr

East,mm/yr

Vertical,mm/yr

C APO

-1.5 + 0.8

11.6 + 1.0

-0.4 + 3.8

FRAN

1.6 + 0.8

4.9 + 1.0

-1.1 + 3.9

GTMO

-1.9 + 0.8

6.9 + 1.4

-2.3 + 4.8

ISAB

5.5 + 1.5

19.4 q- 1.3

-5.9 + 3.0

ROJO

0.3 + 1.0

20.6 + 1.2

-1.6 q- 4.5

Discussion
Uncertainties are I standard error, based on a model with

Our majorresultsare summarizedby the site velocities white measurement noise and random walk monument noise
added
in quadrature.
(Tables 6a and b) and the correspondingvelocity map (2.0mm/x/yr)
(Plate 1). These data provide new informationon the
overalldirectionandrate of Caribbeanplate motion and on Table 6b. Velocity of Caribbeanand SelectedNorth
American Sites Relative to Stable North America
some tectonic processesin the northeasternCaribbean,
including strain partitioning, block rotation, and elastic
North, mm/yr
East,mm/yr Vertical,mm/yr
strain accumulation. These topics are not independent.
We first assess the effects of elastic strain and block rotation

CAPO

1.1 + 3.4

11.6 + 5.3

1.6 + 7.7

on measuredsite velocities. Based on this, we suggest
that some of our sites approximatethe stable Caribbean
plateinterior,derivean Euler vectordescribingCaribbeanNorth America motion, and discussimplications for the
directionandrateof Caribbeanplatemotion.

CRO 1

6.9 + 4.5

10.9 + 6.0

11.9 + 5.9

FRAN

1.5 + 3.9

-0.6 + 5.2

0.6 + 7.1

GTMO

2.5 + 2.9

2.0 + 4.7

-3.7 + 8.3
-3.5 + 6.9

3.1.

Elastic

Strain

Accumulation

and

is a southward

ISAB

14.5 + 5.9

1.1 + 3.9

16.7 + 6.0

3.5 + 7.5

SANA

8.2 q- 3.9

27.2 + 5.4

20.3 + 6.2

TURK

-1.4 + 3.7

-5.1 + 4.6

0.2 + 5.1

Strain
Uncertainties

Partitioning
There

-0.2 + 4.8

ROJO

increase in

Dominican Republic (Plate 1).

site

velocities

in

This linear velocity

are 1 standard error.

Velocities

and errors are

based on values in Table 5, and defined by minimizing in a
least squaressensethe velocitiesof eight siteson stableNorth
America [Dixon et al., 1996].
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Table 7a. Velocityof ROJORelativeto TURK Basedon
Data Subsets

Table 8. Global Positioning System and Very Long
BaselineInterferometryVelocitiesfor St. Croix Relativeto
North America

North, mm/yr

East,mm/yr

Vertical,mm/yr
Rate,mm/yr

Azimuth, deg

1986-1994

0.8 + 1.2

21.5 + 1.8

2.4 + 6.4

1986-1995

-0.1 + 1.2

20.4 + 1.5

-1.0 + 6.7

GPS

12.9 ñ 5.6

58 ñ 21

1994-1995
All

-5.2 + 4.7
0.3 + 1.0

14.0 + 8.0
20.6 + 1.2

6.7 + 15.9
-1.6 + 4.5

VLBI

16.8 ñ 0.8

76 ñ 8

Azimuth

Uncertainties are 1 standard error, based on a model with
white measurement noise and random walk

monument noise

(2.0mm/x/yr)
added
in quadrature.

is clockwise

from north.

Uncertainties

are

1

standard error. GPS velocity and error from Table 6b; VLBI
data and error from MacMillan et al. [1997] and Macmillan
(personalcommunication).

Unfortunately,our data are too sparseto allow us to
1984], perhapsreflectingcollisionof Hispaniolawith the constructor test detailedmodels; the number of unknowns
BahamasBank [Mann et al., 1995; Dolan and Wald, greatlyexceeds
the numberof data. Sinceour vertical
1997]. The eastwardvelocityof ROJO is slightlyoblique velocitiesare still too noisyto be useful,we have, at most,
to the trend of the Septentrionalfault. Our data are two horizontalvelocitycomponents
per site (total of eight
insufficientto addresspartitioningof strikeslip and thrust datafor a plate-boundary-normal
transectfromGrandTurk
componentsin Hispaniola but provide the following to southern DominicanRepublic)to constraina problem
constraint. From the measuredvelocity at ROJO and the with potentiallyhundredsof unknowns. We therefore
azimuthof the surfacetrace of the Septenrionalfault, the approximate
the actualvelocity field by assumingthe
fault-normalvelocitycomponentin thisregionis 7.3 + 1.1 systemis dominated
by a few vertical,parallel,strike-slip
mm/yr (6.7 + 4.2 in the regionalNorth Americanreference faults, completelylockedto shallow depth and freely
frame; see Tables 9a and 9b).
If all this were slippingbelowthatdepth,andmodelonlythefault-parallel
accommodatedon a single thrust fault (offshore?),if velocity component. Given the sparsedata and the
earthquakes
on this fault repeatedin a characteristic
way, similaritybetweensite velocityazimuthsand the surface
and if all the accumulatedslip were releasedin these tracesof major faults,this approachis probablyadequate.
characteristic
events,then we could expect recurrenceof However,we emphasize
thatwe arenottestingthe validity
1946-1ike events (-4 rn of convergentseismic slip?) of this model; we assumeit. The main parametersand
roughlyevery600 years. This convergence
may influence sourcesof dataconstraintfor thesemodelsaregivenbelow.
verticaltectonicsof the north coastof the island. Uplifted
3.1.1. Fault location and type.
Only three
terracesare well developedthere, although the terrace throughgoingfaults are capable of accommodating
correlatedwith the last interglacialreef (-125,000 years interplatemotionin the vicinityof Hispaniola. Geological
BP) is only 6-7.5 metersabovepresentmean sea level,
implying very slow averageuplif• rates for this period
Table 9a. Fault-ParallelandFault-Perpendicular
Velocities
[Mann et al., 1995].
Relative
to
TURK
for
Dominican
Republic
Sites
A completeelasticstrainmodelwouldinclude,for each
active fault segment,an accuratelocation,length, strike,
Parallel,mm/yr
Perpendicular,mm/yr
dip, senseof slip, slip rate, lockingdepth,andfractionof
aseismicslip. This model should includeoffshorefault
FRAN
4.1 ñ 1.0
3.2 ñ 0.9
segments
thatmayaccommodate
obliqueor thrustmotion.
C APO
11.4 ñ 1.0
2.6 ñ 0.8
In well-studiedregionssuch as Californiathis kind of
19.3 + 1.2
7.3 ñ 1.1
problemis relativelywell constrained.In the Caribbean ROJO
region,muchlessinformationis available. Ideally, GPS
Based on velocities
and errors from Table 6a. The
data can help to constrain the necessaryparameters. Septentrionalfault azimuthis assumed
at 110ø. Uncertainties
account for correlations between north and east error, but do

Table 7b. Velocityof SANA Relativeto ITRF-94 Based

not account for variation

in fault azimuth.

on Data Subsets

North,mm/yr East,mm/yr

Vertical,mm/yr

Table 9b. Fault Parallel and PerpendicularVelocities
Relativeto Stable North Americafor DominicanRepublic
Sites

1991 - 1994
1991 - 1996

1994-1996
All

2.7 + 5.3

21.6 ñ 6.9

5.7 ñ 7.8

5.8 ñ 3.9

25.5 ñ 4.8

17.6 ñ 5.1

10.5 ñ 6.1

31.4 ñ 9.0

35.1 ñ 9.3

8.2 ñ 3.9

24.8 ñ 5.3

20.3 ñ 6.2

Uncertainties are I standard error, based on a model with
white measurement noise and random walk noise added in

quadrature. Random walk estimatesbased on data from

Parallel,mm/yr

Perpendicular,mm/yr

FRAN

-1.1 ñ 5.0

1.2 ñ 4.1

C APO

10.5 ñ 5.0

4.9 ñ 3.7

ROJO

15.3 ñ 5.7

6.7 ñ 4.2

Based

on

velocities

and

errors

from

Table

6b.

The

Richmond,Florida (see text). Becauseof site location, ITRF Septentrional fault azimuth is assumedat 110ø. Uncertainties
coordinatevelocitiesare approximately(betterthan 3.0 mm/yr) account for correlations between north and east error, but do
not account for variation in fault azimuth.
equalto the velocityrelativeto stableNorth America.
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mappingor, in the caseof offshorefaults,bathymetry,sea
floorreflectivityand seismicity,definethe locusand sense
of slip on thesefaults. Onshore,the Septentrionalfault
zone in northernHispaniolaand the Enriquillo-Plantain
Gardenfault zone (hereafterEnriquillo fault) in southern
Hispaniolaare the dominantfeatures. Both are active, as
evidencedby offset Holocene featuresand Holocene to
recentseismicity,and both are left-lateral,strike-slipfaults
[Mann and Burke, 1984; Taylor et al., 1985; Prentice et
al., 1993; Mann et al., 1995]. Seismicityoffshoreto the

northsuggests
thepresence
of a thirdmajorfault,the North
Hispaniolafault zone [Dolan and Wald, 1997] (Figure 1).
Focalmechanisms
suggestobliqueslip on shallowplanes,
implyingthat bothstrike-slipand dip-slip components
are
accommodated
here[Molnar and Sykes,1969; Sykeset al.,
1982; Calais et al., 1992; Deng and Sykes,1995; Dolan
and Wald, 1997].
The Septentrionalfault is the best studied of these

faults. It last rupturednorth centralDominicanRepublic
about 800 years ago, between 1150 and 1230 A.D.,
slipping about 5 m horizontally and 2 m vertically
[Prenticeet al., 1993, 1994]. We testedmodelswhereall
slipwasconfinedto the Septentrional
fault, whereslip was
partitioned between the Septentrionaland either the
Enriquillo or North Hispaniola fault, and where slip

15,173

wherev isthevelocityat perpendicular
distance
x fromthe
first fault (a); Vo,,.• are the far-fieldvelocities of the two

faultswith lockingdepthsD,.•, respectively,
and the faults
are separatedby distance$ [Dixon et al., 1995]. The
extensionto three faults is obvious. We assumedone,
two, or threeparallellockedfaultsin our models,varying
the relativeslip ratesand the lockingdepthsin a seriesof
forward models to best match the GPS

data.

We

investigated
a rangeof total far-fieldslip rates(sum of
individual fault slip rates)centeredon the measuredGPS
rate at ROJO relative to stable North America.

Thus the

main adjustableparametersin the model are one, two, or

threesliprates,to be constrained
by fouraata,namely,the
fault-parallelvelocity componentsof TURK, FRAN,
CAPO, and ROJO.

Best fit models are chosenfrom simple •2
minimization:
N

Z2= Y.(O,-C,):/o•
•
t=l

(3)

where N is the number of data, O• is the observedGPS site

velocity, C, is the calculatedvalue from a model, and or,is
the dataerror,heretakenasthe formalvelocityerror. Even
thoughthe modelsare nonunique,we can definea rangeof
acceptableslip rates, consistentwith available data and
occurred on all three faults.
errors,as follows. Assumingthe model is appropriate
and
3.1.2. Fault slip rate. This is generallyunknown, velocity errors are normally distributed and accurately
thenreduced
•;2 (=)•2/N_r)
' wherer is the
but someconstraintsare available. In particular,the left- estimated,
number
of
adjustable
parameters)
will
be approximately
lateralSeptentrionalfault in northernDominicanRepublic
a probability
P to a given
appearsto accommodate
significantslip [Mann and Burke, equalto 1.0. Wecanassign
1984; Prentice et al., 1993].
The preinstrumental value,reflectingthe probabilitythat randomerrorsresult in
value. In otherwords,
historicalearthquakerecord,probablythe longestand most •;2lessthanor equalto theactual
we
compare
the
calculated
value
to
a
reference
value that is
completein the westernhemisphere,is also a usefulguide.
Historicalseismicityin southernHispaniola,including unlikely (say, P = 0.95, or 95% confidence)to be
large shocksin 1701, 1751, 1770, and 1910 [Scherer, exceeded. P = 0.5 is the most likely value if the model
a goodfit to the data. •;2 canalsobe usedto
1912; Taber, 1922] is probablyrelatedto the Enriquillo provides
fault [Sykeset al., 1982; Mann et al., 1984]. The 1751 assignconfidencelimits to estimatedparameters.In cases
and 1770eventswereprobablyM- 8, basedon reportsof wherea model does not provide a good fit to data (i.e.,
•;2>1),assigned
errors
canbe adjusted
accordingly
widespread
damage[Sykeset al., 1982]. Earlier eventsin reduced
and
confidence
limits
still
estimated,
but
in
this
case the
1673, 1684, and 1691 causedmajor damagein both Santo
Domingo and Azua on the south coast of Dominican assumptionof appropriatemodel is violatedand the elTor
Republic[Taber, 1922], suggesting
thatthesemay also be estimate,and even the meaningof the "best fit" estimate,
relatedto the Enriquillo fault or its offshoreextension. mustbe interpretedcautiously.We performeda grid search
Thesedatasuggestthat the Enriquillo fault accommodates for lockingdepthsof 5-35 km andslip ratesof 0-25 mm/yr
forone-,two-, andthree-fault
models,calculating
•;2 for
significantslip.
each model and confidence limits for best fit models.

3.1.3 Fault locking depth. This is estimated
It is useful
to askwhether
the improvement
in •Z2 for
from seismicstudies.We assumethatthe nucleationdepth modelswith two or three faults comparedwith a model

of large, shallow, interplateearthquakes
approximatesthe
faultlockingdepthfor simple elasticstrainmodels. Deng
and Sykes[1995] compiled depth estimatesfor shallow
(<60 km) interplateearthquakes
basedon teleseismicdata.
Althoughthe numberof eventsnear Hispaniolais small,
most of these occurnear 15 km depth, similar to other
areas of continental

or transitional

crust with

normal

heat

with one fault is more than expectedjust from adding
modelparameters
(additionaldegreesof freedom).This can
be determinedwith the F ratio test [Stein and Gordon,

1984],whichin this caseuses•;2 forthe besttwo-fault
models
withp adjustable
parameters
(p- 2) and)•2 forthe
best single-faultmodel with r adjustableparameters(r 1), where

flow. For simplicity we assumedall faultshave the same
locking depth and testeda rangeof 5-35 km. The most
2
likely range is 10-20 km, and over this range, locking
depthhas little impacton results.
For two locked, parallel, infinitely long strike-slip and N is the numberof data. Using standardstatistical
faultsin an elastichalf-space,the fault-parallelvelocityis:
tables,we compare
thecalculated
valueof F to an expected
value at a given probabilitylevel to seewhetherit exceeds
v = 1/n{Vo.,,
tan'•(x/DO
+ Vo.h
tan'•[(x
- S)/Dh]} (2) somecriticalvaluefor significance.

F=[z2
(r)z2(P)I
/ (P
-r)
Z (P)//(Np)

(4)
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Figures6 and 7, Table 10, and the discussionbelow betweenthe Septentrionaland Enriquillo faults. Figure 7
illustratesour ability to discriminate the long-term slip

summarize the main results of these tests. Given the small

number of data, the statistical inferencesshould be treated rateson these faults with the limited available data (Table

10). The orientationof the ellipsereflectsthe fact that
are consistentwith the single-faulthypothesis;that is, is while there is a trade-off between the velocities of the two
all slip confinedto the Septentrional
fault,or are additional faults,there is a strongerconstrainton the total slip; the
faultsrequired
bythedata?Figure6 plotsZ2 fora series sum of slip rateson the individual faults must equal (or
of single-faultmodelsover a rangeof fault lockingdepths. nearlyequal)the total plate rate, which is relatively wellFor eachdepththe far-field slipratewasadjustedto its best constrained. For the best fitting three fault model we
fitting value(range17 to 19 mm/yr). Probabilityvalues obtainslip ratesof 8 + 3 and 8 + 4 mm/yr for Septentrional
are calculatedfor two degreesof freedom(four data minus and Enriquillo faults, respectively. For the best fitting,
two adjustableparameters,namely slip rate and locking two fault model we obtain 13 + 4 mm/yr for the
depth).Thevelocities
donotdefine
a minimum
Z2 over Septentrional fault and 7 + 4 mm/yr for the Enriquillo

with caution. We first test whether observed site velocities

thedepthrangetested(minimum
Z2 at ---40km), andno fault.
Combining our best estimate of slip rate on the
modeltested
hasZ2 nearP = 0.50,implying
thata singleSeptentrional
fault (8 mm/yr) and the 800 year elapsed
faultmodelpoorlyfitsthedata.Z2 issufficiently
largethat

we can rejectthe single-faultmodel with high confidence. time sincethe lastmajor earthquake[Prenticeet al., 1993]
Theseand other numericaltests also suggestthat our data gives 6.4 m of accumulatedslip on this fault, consistent
are not appropriatefor determiningfault locking depth' a with previousestimatesof accumulatedslip and seismic
minimumZ2 is notdefined
overa plausible
depthrange, hazard[Prenticeet al., 1993, 1994]. Taking the minimum
definedby the occurrence
of shallow crustalearthquakes
in rate at 1 standarderror (4 mm/yr) and the minimum time
the region as well as standardrheologicalmodels for the sincethe last major earthquake (770 years)gives 3 m of
7
crustand uppermantle. For the remainingdiscussionwe accumulated slip, consistent with a future Mignorethe effectof locking depth, fixing it to the seismic earthquake,assumingthat all the accumulatedslip is
releasedin a single event. The Septentrionalrate estimate
value of 15 km.
Adding 3-5 mm/yr of slip to the North Hispaniola fault dependsstronglyon CAPO's velocity, which is basedon
in 1986 and 1994. In view of the
improvesthe fit, reflectingthe velocity of the northernsite just two observations,
of refiningthesenumbersfor earthquake
hamrd
FRAN, but the improvementis not statisticallysignificant. importance
additional geodeticmeasurements,
trenching,
A two-fault model involving the Septentrional and assessment,
Enriquillo faults improvesthe fit by a larger amount, andotherstudiesin the regionare critical.
Figure 8 showsone acceptablemodel and the GPS
significant at 75% but not 90% confidence. Not
surprisingly,an excellentfit is obtainedwith three faults, data. One importantconclusionis that elasticstraineffects
but, again, we cannot precludethe possibility that the at ROJO are small, well within the uncertaintiesof the
improvement
is dueto chance-the
improvement
in Z2 for observations,reflectingits distance from known active
the best fitting three-faultmodel comparedto the best faults. Consequently,the velocity of this site may
fitting single-faultmodelis significantat 75% but not 90% approximatethe velocity of the stable interior of the
confidence.
Figure7 showscontoured
valuesof Z2 fora Caribbeanplate. Anotherconclusionis that the Enriquillo
with its
three-faultmodel,where slip on the North Hispaniolafault faultzonehasa relativelyfastslip rate, consistent
is fixed at 4 mm/yr (its bestfitting value) and slip is varied historyof seismicityover the pastthreecenturies.It may
thus constitutea major plate boundaryfault. Rosencrantz
and Mann [ 1991] and Mann et al. [1995] proposedthat
30
this fault was essentiallycontinuouswith left-lateralfaults
in Jamaica(Enriquillo-PlantainGarden fault zone) and
25
extendsas far west asthe Cayman spreadingcenter. Burke

et al. [1980] proposed40 km of cumulativepost-late
Miocene(post-10Ma), left-lateraloffsetacrossJamaica,for
an averagerate of 4 mm/yr. Assumingthe averagerate

20

ca

15

over the last 10 Myr is representative
of present-dayrates
and assumingthe proposedkinematic linkage is correct,
the Jamaicanrate of left-lateraloffset is equivalentto our
estimatefor the Enriquillo fault zone in Hispaniolawithin

10
P=.95

1 standard error.

P=.90
P=.50

0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

3.2. Regional Deformation and Possible Block
Rotation

LockingDepth (km)
In contrastwith ROJO's essentiallyeastwardvelocity

Figure6. Z2 (equation
(3)) asa function
of faultlockingdepth relative to North America, the velocities of ISAB and

using the four GPS site velocity data for Hispaniola and
GrandTurk (fault-parallelcomponent,Table 9a) and an elastic
half-spacemodel (equation (2)) for a single locked fault
(Septentrional fault) using local reference frame results.

CRO1 have a northwardcomponent. This apparently
precludes
modelsrequiringextensionand normalfaulting
acrossthe Puerto Rico Trench [e.g., Speedand Larue,
HorizontallinesshowprobabilityvaluesP for Z2 assuming 1991] and apparentlysupportsmodels predicting some
convergence
betweenthe Caribbeanand North American
approporiatemodel.
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Figure7. Contoursof Z2 for variousslip rateson the Septentrional
andEnriquillofaults(0.2 mm/yrgrid
interval),usinglocal referenceframevelocities(Table 6a) and a modelwith three faults, with slip rate on North
Hispaniola fault fixed at 4 mm/yr(best fit value) and locking depth set to 15 km. Contour values correspond
approximately
to 75%, 90%, and 95% confidencelimits for a modelwith three adjustableparameters
(threeslip
rates) and four data.

platesin this region [Deng and Sykes,1995]. However, are
the velocitiesof thesetwo sitesrepresentative
of the stable
Caribbeanplate?
ROJO and ISAB are separated
by the MuertosTrough
and its possibleconnectionwith the eastterminationof the
Enriquillo fault zone (Figure 1). ROJO lies south of any
deformationassociated
with this feature(Figure 1), and, as
discussedabove, its velocity may approximatestable
Caribbeanplate. However, ISAB is locatednorth of this
putative block boundary. The Muertos Trough reaches
depthsof 5 km, but its level of present-day
activity is not
well known. Some authorshave arguedthat the Muertos
Trough is a fossil trench, with subductionending in
Oligoceneor earliertime [Malfait and Dinkelman, 1972;
Burke et al., 1978]. However, Byrneet al. [1985] describe
a Ms6.7 shallow thrust earthquakein the western
Muertos Trough, and interpretthe trough as a microplate
boundaryseparatingeasternHispaniola and Puerto Rico
from Caribbean lithosphere with a north-dipping
subduction
zone. Togetherwith a possiblesouth-dipping

Hispaniola and Puerto Rico from stable Caribbean
lithosphereif they are both active. Published seismic
reflection data for the Muertos Trough show folded
sedimentarylayers,but evidencefor significantpresent-day
deformationis equivocal[Ladd et el., 1977]. GLORIA
side-scansonardata show young folding in the western
Muertostrough,decreasingeastward[Massonand Scanlon,
1991]. Seismicity is also more common in the westem
part of the Trough. Perhapsthis asymmetryreflectsa
connectionbetween the Enriquillo fault zone and the
Muertos Trough,
with
the Muertos Trough
accommodating
somestrike slip motion. Thrust faulting
and folding would then be restricted to the right,
transpressional
step betweenthe Enriquillo fault zone and
the MuertosTrough. However,the MuertosTrough is a
low angle featurein seismic cross sections,and is not
known to accommodatesignificant strike slip motion.
Also, youngfolding [Massonand Scanlon,1991] seemsto

extendtoo far eastto be explainedby this model. Deng
andSykes[ 1995] suggestthat only the westernpart of the
subduction zone associated with the Puerto Rico trench,
trough is active, becausepresent-daydeformationsteps
these two features would effectively isolate eastern north through the active Mona Canyon to link with the
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Table 10. Best Fitting Fault Slip Rate EstimatesUsing AnegadaPassage,
partof the block boundary,and CRO 1's
Site Velocities Relative to TURK
velocity seemstoo slow to representstable Caribbean
plate. CROl's velocityrelativeto ISAB is permissiveof
Slip Rate, mm/yr
right-lateralfaulting in the AnegadaPassage,consistent
with
thetectonicescapemodelof MaufJ?et
anddany[1990]
Two Fault Model
for the PuertoRico-Virgins Islandsblock. However,this
SeptentrionalFault
13 + 3
doesnot explainCROl's slow velocityrelativeto ROJO
Enriquillo Fault
7+ 3
or the Caribbeanplate interior. Additional measurements
on the numerous small islands in the northeast Caribbean
Z2
6.2
Three Fault Model
may be requiredto unravelthe complexblocktectonicsand
strainaccumulation
patternswe suspectcharacterize
this
North Hispaniola Fault
4+ 3
Septentrional Fault
Enriquillo Fault

Z2

8+ 3
8+ 4

0.3

area.

In summary, local tectonic complexities,perhaps
relatedto blockrotation,may affectthe velocitiesof ISAB
andCRO1. Until the tectonicsare betterunderstood,these

sitesshouldnot be usedto modelthevelocityof the stable
Caribbeanplate.
Puerto Rico trench.

In this model, ISAB and CRO1

would behaveessentiallyas part of the stable Caribbean
3.3. Caribbean - North America Plate Velocity
plate. A large earthquakein 1918 centeredon the Mona
Euler vectors derived from the GPS horizontal
Canyon [Taber, 1922] is consistentwith this model, as is
velocities
of ROJO and SANA are listed in Table 11,
the morphologyof the canyon,suggestiveof the young
normalfaultingexpectedin a left, trans-tensional
step in a togetherwith severalother publishedEuler vectors. We
left-lateral zone of shear.

taketwo approaches,
using ROJO's velocityin both the

On the otherhand ISAB's velocity azimuth doesnot localand regionalframes(Table 6a,b), obtainingsimilar
matchROJO's, suggestingthat ISAB does not represent results. Since the GPS Euler vectors are based on
fromonlytwo sites(theminimumrequired),
we
stable plate interior, and causing problems with the velocities
or platerigidity.
kinematic linkage describedabove betweenthe Muertos cannottestfor dataconsistency
ThenewEulervectorsandunderlying
sitevelocitydata
Trough and Puerto Rico trench. The coincidencebetween
ISAB's east-northeast
velocity azimuth and the azimuth of allowsusto addressseveral aspectsof northernCaribbean
earthquake
slip vectorsin the nearbyPuerto Rico trench tectonics, discussedbelow in terms of direction and rate of
[Deng and Sykes, 1995] suggeststhat ISAB's velocity relative motion.
does reflect an important aspectof regional tectonics.
Massonand Scanlon[ 1991] and Speedand Larue [ 1991]
proposedthat PuertoRico andthe Virgin Islandsbehaveas 'E' 25
a separate rigid block, undergoing counterclockwise
ElasticHalf SpaceModel
rotationassociated
with PuertoRico's locationin a plate
20 - Locking Depth 15 km
NHF--4 mm/yr
boundaryzone in left-lateralshear. In this model the block
SF=8 mm/yr
is boundedon the southby the MuertosTrough, on the
15EF=8 mm/yr
northby the PuertoRico Trench,and on the east by the
AnegadaPassagefault system (Figure 1). This model
10requires active convergenceacrossthe western Muertos
Troughthat decreaseseastward,and is also consistentwith
FRAN
5_
observednormal or right-lateraltranstensional
faultingin
TURK
the Passage[danyet al., 1990]. The rotationmodel could
0
explain ISAB's velocity azimuth (rotatedcounterclockwise
SF
EF
comparedwith ROJO's) if the axis of block rotation lies
westof ISAB. Late Cretaceous
lavas[Fink and Harrison,
1972], Late Cretaceous
to Eocenesedimentary
rocks [Van
I
I
•
Fossenet al., 1989], and Oligoceneto Miocenecarbonates •-10
-200
-100
0
100
200
300
[Reid et al., 1991] all show significantpost-Eocene
to
post-Miocenecounterclockwiserotation. These data are
Distance (km)
adequatelyfit by a model of constantrotationrate at about
lø/Myr, thoughmodelsinvolvingfaster(4ø/Myr) Miocene Figure 8. Elastic half-spacemodel (heavy solid curve)
rotationand little or no subsequent
rotationhavealso been corresponding
to bestfit valuesin Figure7 compared
to GPS
proposed[Reid et al., 1991]. However, this model does site velocity data for TURK and threeDominicanRepublic
not explain CROl's velocity (east-northeast,similar to sites(CAPO, FRAN, and ROJO). Squareswith smallerror
frame,
ISAB) becausethis site is locatedsouth of the proposed barsare sitevelocitiesrelativeto TURK (local reference
Table 6a), crosseswith large error bars are site velocities
blockboundaryandthusoughtto be morerepresentative
of
relativeto the regionalNorth Americanreference
frame(Table
stableCaribbeanplate interior.
6b). Errorbarsare 1 standarderror,afteraddingrandomwalk
CROl's velocity (Tables 6b and 8) is slower than noise(seetext). Verticalarrowsshow fault locations;NHF is
ISAB's velocity. This does not seem consistentwith a North Hispaniola fault, SF is Septentrionalfault, EF is
simpleblock rotationmodel:the sites are separatedby the Enriquillo fault.
I
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Table 11. Some RecentEuler VectorsDescribingCaribbeanMotion Relative to North America

Latitude,øN Longitude,øE to,ø/m.y.

ErrorEllipse

(Sto,ø/m.y.

CSmax CSmin•max

This study
a

18.6

107.2

0.36

33.2

5.6

7

0.25

Thisstudy
b

26.4

109.7

0.27

38.0 2.8

3

0.14

DeMets et al [1994]

74.3

153.9

0.105

25.5

2.6

-52

0.03

DeMets[1993]c

33.6

109.3

0.17

34.2

2.3

-13

0.05

Deng and Sykes[1995] 68.4
Calais

and

-126.3

0.21

....

111.0

O. 10

....

33.9

Mercier de Lepinay [ 1993]

The Caribbeanplate rotatescounterclockwise
aroundlistedpole. Error ellipseaxes(Smaxand(Smin are
in degrees,and •max is the orientationof the long axis in degreesclockwisefromnorth. Axes are two
dimensional I standarderror; for 95% confidence,multiply by 1.73.

a Valuesare basedon the horizontalvelocitiesof SANA and ROJOrelativeto the regionalNorth
American referenceframe (Table 6b).

b Based
onvelocities
ofSANArelative
to regional
NorthAmerica
reference
frame
(Table6b) and
ROJO relativeto local (TURK) referenceframe (Table 6a).

c NUVEL - G (geological;modelomitsall earthquake
slip directions).

3.3.1. Direction. One of the outstandingproblemsin
Caribbeantectonicshasbeenreconcilingevidencefor large,
left-lateral offsetsassociatedwith the east-west trending
Swan and Oriente transformfaults [e.g., Mann and Burke,
1984] with observationssuggesting large-scalecrustal
convergence,especially near Hispaniola and the Puerto
Rico trench. These observationsinclude deep focus
earthquakes defining dipping zones analogous to
subductionzones, shallow thrust fault earthquakes,folds
and thrust faults affecting young sedimentary rocks,
thickenedcrust,and elevatedtopography [e.g., Deng and
Sykes, 1995; Dolan and Wald, 1997]. Several plate
motion models [dotdan, 1975; Stein et al., 1988: DeMets
et al., 1994] predictessentiallyeast-westmotion in the
vicinity of Hispaniola,while other models [Sykeset al.,
1982; Deng and Sykes,1995] favormore oblique, ENE-

The use of earthquakeslip directionsfor plate or block
motion studiesnecessarilyinvolves selectioncriteria based
in part on a priori models. Spacegeodeticdata can yield
informationon directionsandratesof plate or blockmotion
that is less ambiguous,but is also not freefrom selection
criteria. Determining whether a given geodetic site is
located on the stable plate interior, in an elastically
straining zone, or on a rotating block is not
straightforward,
given the complicatedtectonicsand small
number of potential measurementsites on the Caribbean
plate interior.

Mann and Burke [1984] attributedevidencefor largescaleconvergence
in andaroundHispaniolato a broadright
step in an otherwiseeast-westtrending transformzone,
leading to transpressionwithin Hispaniola and perhaps
nearbyoffshore. In this model there would be little or no
WSW relative motion.
convergence
betweenNorth America and the stable interior
The dichotomy between east-west (pure transform) of the Caribbeanplate. Our GPS results, specificallythe

motionandobliquemotionwith a component
of north- eastward
velocity
of ROJOwithrespect
to thelocalNorth
southconvergence
continues
to plagueinterpretations
of American
(TURK)reference
frame,
provide
some
support
to
Caribbean
geology
andfuelcontroversy.
Dolanand Wald thisview. ROJO'sazimuthin thisreference
frame(N89øE
[ 1997] statethat overallrelative motion betweenthe North + 3ø; Table 6a) is more easterly than the oblique
predictionof Deng and Sykes[1995] (N70øE)
American and Caribbean plates is west-southwestrather convergence
than pure east-west,while Russoand Villasenor [1995, andmore easterlythanthe NUVEL -1A prediction(N79øE
1997] preferan east-westdirection. DeMetset al. [1990] + 3ø). In the regional North American referenceframe
includedearthquakefocal mechanismsfrom the Middle (Table 6b), ROJO's azimuth is 86 + 13ø, also more
America trenchin their inversionfor global plate motions, easterly than the Deng and Sykes [1995] model but
predictingeastwardmotion at relatively slow rate for the equivalentto it within errors. ROJO's azimuth in either
Caribbeanplatealongmostof the northernboundary,while referenceframeis similarto the eastwardextrapolationof a
Deng andSykes[ 1995] arguedthat focalmechanisms
from small circle fit through the Swan and Oriente transform
the Middle America Trench should not be used because of
faults,an observationsupportiveof simple modelsof plate
partitioning of oblique convergenceand consequently boundary geometry and kinematics involving mainly
strike-slipmotion,at leastfor the region
biasedtrenchearthquakeslip directions. However, Deng boundary-parallel,
azimuths of
and Sykes[1995] incorporated
focal mechanismsfrom the of Hispaniola westward. The east-northeast
Puerto Rico trench, also a region of oblique convergence, ISAB and CRO1 suggestthis region behavesdifferently.
leading to predictionsof fasterCaribbeanmotion that is Perhapsit is decoupledfrom the stable Caribbeanplate
interior, e.g., by block rotation or incipient subduction
obliquelyconvergentuponNorth America.
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zoneson the north and southmargins(PuertoRioc trench,
Muertos Trough). If correct,this may explainthe variety
of models for Caribbeanplate motion; models predicting
north-northeast
motion incorporateearthquakeslip vectors
from the Puerto Rico trench.

However, this does not

(17.9øN, 71.7øW) comparedwith our measurement,20.6 ñ
1.2 mm/yr at N89 ø ñ 3ø E ). The rate differencebetween
the NUVEL-1A

model

and the GPS

measurement

is

statistically significant at 95% confidence. Minor
seismic,..ty
southof ROJO (Sykeset al., 1982) may reflect

explain convergentfeaturesin H.ispaniola, which more accomodation of a small fraction of Caribbean-North
likely reflect the orientation of the Septentrionalfault, American motion there, making ROJO's velocity a
minimum estimate for the rate of Caribbean motion.
obliqueto our inferredplatemotiondirection.
Threeotheraspectsof ourdatasupporta rate of presentA curiousaspectof Caribbeantectonicsis that although
convergencebetweenNorth and South America increases dayCaribbeanplate motion that is fastcomparedwith the
westward[DixonandMao, 1997],evidencefor convergence NUVEL-1A model. First, SANA's velocity (Table 6b),
alongthe northernCaribbeanplateboundary(e.g., oblique basedon independentGPS data, is more than twice as fast
or thrustfault earthquakes)
are bestdevelopedin the eastern as the NUVEL-1A model prediction (the directions are
part (Puerto Rico trench, Hispaniola)and are essentially similar). We obtain a minimum rate at SANA usingjust
absentto the west alongthe Swan transformfault. Present the 1991 and 1994 data; relative to North American that
day convergence
betweenNorth and South Americain the rate is 24.2 + 6.9 mm/yr. Using data from all three
the minimum rate at 95% confidence
is 17.9
vicinity of Hispaniolais limited to about 2-4 mm/yr. occupations,
ROJO's velocity limits the amount of north-south mm/yr comparedwith the NUVEL-1A predictionat SANA
convergence
betweenthe Caribbeanand North American of 11.5 ñ 3.3 mm/yr.
Second, ISAB's velocity is also relatively fast
platesthat is accommodated
in the vicinity of Hispaniola,
NUVEL 1A prediction.
irrespectiveof complexitiesassociated
with the oblique comparedwith the corresponding
the stable
Septentrionalfault. Convergencenot accommodated
here While we do not arguethat this site represents
must either be accommodated
along the southernplate interiorof the Caribbeanplate, its relativelyfastrate lends
boundary,or by intraplatedeformation,or by strike slip credenceto the argumentthat the Caribbeanplate as a
motion elsewhere. In the more precise local reference whole moves fasterwith respectto North America than
frame,north-southconvergence
at ROJO is limited to 2.3 predictedby NUVEL- 1A. As with the ROJO result,
mm/yr at 95% confidence(ROJO's north component ISAB's relatively high velocity holds in either definition
velocity; see Table 6a). However, in the less precise of the North America referenceframe, although in the
regionalreferenceframe,upto 8.9 mm/yr of convergence
is regional referenceframe its velocity is only marginally
allowed at 95% confidence(ROJO's north component higherthanthe NUVEL-1A prediction.
velocity; see Table 6b). The 95% error ellipse for this
Third, GTMO's velocity is consistent with a
velocity estimateincludesthe azimuth predictedby the Caribbeanplate ratethat is anomalouslyfastwith respectto
Deng and Sykes[1995] model. The vector diagram in NUVEL-1A. This site is within the elasticallystraining
Figure 9 summarizes the current data constraintsand region, and cannotbe used to accuratelyestimateplate
models.

motion.

However, we can use an elastic model with

3.3.2. Rate. Rate estimatesfor the Caribbeanplate reasonableparametervaluesto see if GTMO's velocity is
rangefroma low of 11ñ 3 mm/yr[DeMetset al., 1994] to consistent with other GPS data and the fast rate
a high of 37 ñ 5 mm/yr [Sykeset al., 1982]. The GPS

interpretation. GTMO lies on the North American plate,

data indicate an intermediate

15 ñ 5 km north' of the Oriente transform fault.

value.

The

NUVEL-1A

At this

model[DeMetset al., 1994] predicts11.4 ñ 3.3 mm/yr of location the strike-slip part of the plate boundary is
eastwardmotion (N78.8ø ñ 3.3ø E) calculatedat ROJO relatively well defined, although some convergent
deformationis accommodated
to the southin the Santiago
DeformedBelt [Calais and Mercier de Lepinay, 1991]
(Figure 1). If we fit GTMO's velocityto a simple, singlefault, elastic half-spacemodel, we can estimatethe faultparallel componentof far-fieldmotion acrossthe Oriente
transform

fault that

is most

consistent

with

GTMO's

observedvelocity. Assumingthat GTMO lies 20 km from
the fault and that the fault has a shallow locking depth
gives a minimum far-fieldrate estimate. For a locking
depth of 10 km and taking the fault-parallel (east)
componentof GTMO's velocity as 6.9 ñ 1.4 mm/yr
(Table 6a), the far-fieldrate for the best fitting model is
20ñ4 mm/yr. This is similar to the rate observedat
ROJO, again significantly faster than the NUVEL-1A
prediction.

Figure9. Predicted
(modelA, DeMetset al. [i994]; modelB,
Deng and Sykes[1995]) and observed(1,2, this study) vectors
describing ROJO's motion relative to stable North America,
assumingROJO lies on the stableCaribbeanplate. Vector I is
relativeto local (TURK) referenceframe, vector 2 is relative to
regionalNorth Americanreferenceframe (Tables6a and 6b).

Some other data are also consistent with the GPSderived rate for Caribbean-North America motion.
Since

moststudies(includingour own) placethe pole of rotation
for Caribbean-North America motion far from the Caribbean

plate,rateestimatesfroma wide rangeof locationsalong
thenorthernCaribbeanboundarycanbe compared.White
[1991] estimateda net historicalslip rate of 17 to 21
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mm/yr acrossthe boundaryin Central America, basedon
measuredslip from a few large earthquakesand the
earthquake
recurrenceintervalestimatedfrom the historical
record. MacDonald and Holcombe [1978] estimated
spreadingrates across the Cayman Rise from limited
magneticanomalydata, obtaining20 + 4 mm/yr for the
past 2.3 Myr. Later studiessuggestedlower rates(-15
mm/yr), dependingon the time interval averagedand a
presumedrelationbetweendepthand age [Rosencrantzet
al., 1988; Rosencrantzand Mann, 1991], but Rosencrantz
[1995] reinterpreted
the data and suggestedthat the postearlyMiocenespreading
rateis between19 and 22 mm/yr,
equivalentto the initial result.
This apparentagreementof rate estimates masks a
kinematicproblem. If spreadingacrossthe Cayman Rise
occurs today at about 20 mm/yr, simple kinematic
argumentssuggestthat this should "feed" slip on the
North Hispaniola and Septentrionalfaults. Yet our best
slip rate estimateson thesefaultssum to only 12 mm/yr;
the full plate rate is obtainedonly with the additionof-8
mm/yr on the Enriquillo fault, whoseslip is not recorded
by CaymanRise spreading,as pointedout by Sykeset al.
[1982] andRosencrantzand Mann [1991]. Rate estimates
near the limit of various error bounds might solve this
problem,for example,CaymanRisespreading
at 17 mm/yr
(a plausible value given, variability in published
estimates),feeding11 and 6 mm/yr on the Septentrional
and North Hispaniola faults, respectively, with an
additional5 mm/yr on the Enriquillo fault, for a total of 22
mm/yr.
In summary, available GPS data from the CANAPE
experiment spanning the northeasternCaribbean plate
boundaryfrom GuantanamoBay, Cuba, to Puerto Rico
suggest
eastwardmotionof the Caribbean
platerelativeto
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per year. This suggeststhat rapid evolutionof Caribbean
motionoverthe lastfew million yearsis not the reasonfor
the discrepancy.
2. The Ms = 7.8 1946 Hispaniolaearthquake[Russo
and Villasenor, 1995]) may have induced postseismic
effectsreflectingviscoelasticity
in the mantle. Postseismic
effectsmany decadesafter major earthquakeshave been
suggestedin severalregions [Pollitz, 1992; Pollitz and
Sacks, t994], and could lead to anomalouslyfast rates,
sincethey tend to be in the directionof plate motion and
seismicslip. Sucheffectsshouldfall off with distancefrom
the epicenter,sothe fast ratesat ISAB, GTMO and SANA
would seem to rule out this explanation. Pollitz and
Dixon [1998] describethe resultsof viscoelasticmodeling
that suggestthe effectson measuredsite velocities in
DominicanRepublicare lessthanabout2 mm/yr and thus
cannotaccountfor the discrepancy.
3. We are left with the third explanation,namely that
systematicerror in the NUVEL-1A model causesit to
mismodel . Caribbean plate velocity.
NUVEL-1A
apparentlyunderestimatesthe rate of Caribbean-North
Americanmotion, probablyowing to weaknesses
in the
relevantdata. Thesedataincludeearthquakeslipdirections
from the Middle

America

Trench

that

were assumed

to

recordCocos-Caribbeanconvergence
direction, earthquake
slip directionsfrom the LesserAntilles trench used to
constrainthe Caribbean-South
Americanslip direction,and

spreadingrates and slip directionsfrom the Caribbean-

North American plate boundary. Of these observations,
only the slip directionsfrom the easternSwan .Islands
transformfault, which locally accommodates
strike-slip
motion betweenthe Caribbeanand North Americanplates
[Rosencrantzand Mann, 1991] unambiguously record
motion of adjacentstableplate interiors. The remaining
North America at about twice the rate of the NUVEL-1A
observationsare subjectto a variety of systematicbiases.
betweenthe Cocosand
modelprediction. Independentobservations
at San Andres For example,oblique convergence
Island in the western part of the Caribbeanplate are Caribbeanplatesalongthe Middle AmericaTrenchappears
consistentwith this fastrate, as are some geologicaland to be accommodated via essentially trench-normal
seismic data.
convergencecombined with trench-parallel,strike-slip
The fact that our measured rate of Caribbean motion is
motion within the Central American volcanic arc [White,
Earthquake slip
fast with respectto NUVEL-1A is a surprisingresult. 1991; White and Harlow, 1993].
Most other comparisonsof plate velocitiespredictedby directions from shallow thrust earthquakesalong this
of relative
NUVEL-1A, representinga geologicaverageover several portionof the trenchmay be more representative
million years and global space geodetic measurements motion betweenthe Cocosplate and the forearcthan they
relative motion [Deng and Sykes,
averagedover a decadeor less, show excellentagreement are of Cocos-Caribbean
betweenthe two techniquesand timescales,almost always 1995]. One point in favorof this explanationis that the
GPS Euler vectorsare in betteragreementwith a NUVELto 5 mm/yr or better [Smith et al., 1990; Robbinset al.,
basedEuler vector("NUVEL-G", for geological)that omits
1993; Robaudo and Harrison, 1993; Cazenave et al.,
data[DeMetset al., 1993] comparedto
1993; Argus and Heftin, 1995; Larson et al., 1997]. all localearthquake
Below we discussthreeexplanationsfor the discrepancy: the standardNUVEL-1A model (Table 11). In a future
(1) rapid evolution of Caribbeanplate motion, suchthat paperwe will discusstheseargumentsin detail, presenta
velocitieson geologic and geodetictime scalesdiffer;(2) revised circum-Caribbean plate kinematic model
the GPS velocities,and discussimplications
anomalousrecentactivity,biasingthe geodeticestimateto incorporating
for present-dayglobal plate motions (C. DeMets et al.,
fast values; and (3) systematicerror in the NUVEL-1A
manuscriptin preparation,1998).
model,biasingthe geologicestimateto slow values.
1. LocalstudiesinvolvingNorthAmerican-Pacific
plate
relativemotion [Ward, 1990; Argus and Gordon, 1990; 4. Conclusions
Dixon et al., 1991b; Feigl et al., 1993], Caribbean-Cocos
relative motion [Dixon, 1993], and North America-South
1. GPS observationsspanning a decadehave been
Americamotion [Dixon and Mao, 1997] demonstratethat analyzed to investigate plate motion and crustal
key partsof the plate circuit involving the North America deformation
in the northeastern
Caribbean. Data quality
and Caribbeanplates have velocitiesthat are similar on and formatsevolved considerablyover this period and
geodeticand geologictimescales,within a few millimeters satellite orbit knowledge for the older data is weak
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comparedwith newerdata,but the older data are important
for resolvingslow rates of crustalmotion in the region.
Data of this vintageshouldbe carefullyarchivedfor future
research;our studies point to some gaps, especiallyin
oldertrackingdata.
2. GPS data from three sites in Dominican Republic
combinedwith simpleelasticstrain accumulationmodels
and geologic and seismic evidence suggest some
constraints
on strainpartitioning.Modelswhereall slip is
confmedto the Septentrional
fault poorly fit the velocity

data,implyingthat the plateboundarycannotbe confined
exclusivelyto this fault. We inferthat the Septentrional
fault accommodates8 + 3 mm/yr of left-lateralslip or
25%-55% of the total platerate, aboutthe sameamountas
the Enriquillo fault (8 + 4 mm/yr), the locus of major
historicalearthquakes. A small amount of strike-slip
motion (4 + 3 mm/yr) may be accommodated
along the
North Hispaniola fault, consistentwith oblique slip
earthquakes
offshore.
3. GPS data at ROJO suggestthat the Caribbeanplate
moveseastwith respectto North America at about twice
therate predictedby the NUVEL-1A platemotionmodel.
The GPS data do not requireoblique convergence
of the
CaribbeanplateagainstNorthAmerica,butneitherare they
ableto precludeit, givencurrenterrorlevels.
4. The observationsof relativelyfastplate motion and
relativelyfast slip rates on individual faults suggestthat
seismic risk estimates based on older, slower rate estimates

Islandand corresponding
trackingdata,and YehudaBock
whoprovidedseveralpapersin advance
of publication.Bob
King, Lynn Sykes,and JimKelloggprovidedthoughtful
reviews that greatly improved the manuscript. UTIG
contribution
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